
NYTVF ADDS SYFY AS INDEPENDENT PILOT COMPETITION 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNER FOR 2012 

***

Top Cable Network to Guarantee Development Option for Outstanding 
Entry to Festival's Flagship Competition

 
[New York, NY, February 28, 2012] Syfy, in partnership with the NYTVF, announced today that 
the network is providing a development option for an outstanding submission to the NYTVF's 
2012 Independent Pilot Competition (IPC). Syfy joins previously announced development 
partners IFC, MTV, and VH1 Creative Lab as an award sponsor offering a deal inside the 
organization's flagship pilot competition. The NYTVF accepts IPC submissions through June 29, 
2012, across all television genres. Winners of the IPC sponsored deals as well as category awards 
and other NYTVF-partnered initiatives will be announced during the 8th Annual New York 
Television Festival slated for October 22 – 27 in lower Manhattan.

Syfy, returning for the second consecutive year as a development partner, will present the Syfy 
Digital Studio “Imagine Greater” Award to an outstanding submission that best exhibits elements 
of Syfy's brand of new ideas and limitless possibilities that brought viewers hit shows like Battle-
star Galactica, Warehouse 13, Alphas and Face Off. Syfy is specifically looking for scripted and 
unscripted pilots that include science fiction, adventure and/or fantasy elements.

“Syfy is happy to partner with the NYTVF to create this unique opportunity for independent 
producers of genre content,” said Matthew Chiavelli, Vice President of Emerging Platforms, Syfy 
Digital.

“We’re thrilled to partner once again with Syfy, which has long been a destination for top quality, 
genre- and character-based television,” said NYTVF Founder Terence Gray. “This partnership 
provides an exciting and very tangible opportunity for independent creators to gain access to a 
network with a specific and unique point of view, and we're honored that we can play a role in 
that process.” 

Syfy joins thirteen other networks and studios that have previously announced 2012 partnerships 
with the NYTVF, bringing the total number of deals available to indie producers to eighteen and 



surpassing the record of fifteen guaranteed deals set in 2011. Submission information, deadlines 
and creative briefs for each initiative can be found at http://www.nytvf.com/submit.html. 

Independent Pilot Competition (IPC)
This NYTVF flagship competition seeks independently-produced, original television pilots 
ranging from four to 22 minutes in length, across all genres and from creators around the world. 
All officially-selected pilots will screen at the 2012 New York Television Festival in October and 
will be eligible for sponsored awards from partners including IFC, MTV, VH1 and Syfy. 
Additionally, Official Selections will be distributed to all NYTVF industry partners and juries in 
the weeks prior to the Festival, and pilot makers will have access to exclusive Artist-only events 
during the week, including submission opportunities to NYTVF Pitch.

About the NYTVF
Established in 2005, the NYTVF is a pioneer of the independent television movement, 
constructing new and innovative paths of development and talent identification, while 
simultaneously complementing the traditional television development model. Its annual New 
York Television Festival – held each fall in New York City – is recognized as the industry’s first 
independent television festival, which provides a platform to elevate the work of artists creating 
for the small screen. Through the Festival and other year-round activities – including NYTVF 
London, which launched in 2011 – the NYTVF’s mission is to connect its community of over 
10,000 independent creative artists with leading networks, studios and brands by cultivating 
relationships that lead to new opportunities. For more information on the NYTVF, the annual 
Festival and these initiatives, visit www.nytvf.com.
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